MED
DIA RELEA
ASE
Ap
pplied Materrials and A**STAR Anno
ounce New
w R&D Joint Lab in Sing
gapore for
Adva
anced Semiiconductor Technology
New S$150
S
million
n joint investm
ment is expectted to create 60 jobs for hiighly skilled scientists,
engineers and rese
earchers.
SINGAPORE, Octo
ober 19, 2015
5 — Applied Materials,
M
Incc. today annou
unced it planss to establish a
new R&D
R
laboratory in Singapo
ore in collaborration with the
e Agency for S
Science, Technology and
Resea
arch (A*STAR
R). The S$150
0 million jointt investment w
will focus on d
developing ad
dvanced
semic
conductor technology to fabricate future
e generations of logic and m
memory chipss.
The S$150
S
million joint lab will be
b housed witthin A*STAR’’s new R&D ccluster at Fusionopolis Two
o
and will
w feature a 400
4 square meter
m
Class 1 cleanroom
c
wiith state-of-th
he-art semicon
nductor
proce
ess equipment that has bee
en custom de
esigned and b
built by Applie
ed Materials. T
The facility wiill
be sta
affed by 60 highly skilled re
esearchers an
nd scientists, working toge
ether with exte
ended
resea
arch teams at A*STAR’s other research institutes.
The jo
oint lab combines Applied Materials’ lea
ading expertisse in materialss engineering
g with
A*STA
AR’s multi-dis
sciplinary R&D
D capabilities
s. A*STAR’s I nstitute of Miccroelectronicss (IME),
Institu
ute of Materia
als Research and
a Engineerring (IMRE), a
and Institute o
of High Perforrmance
Comp
puting (IHPC) will contributte to research
h in low-defecct processing, ultra-thin film
m materials,
materrials analysis and characte
erisation, and modelling an
nd simulation in many area
as. The joint
lab is also supporte
ed by The Sin
ngapore Econ
nomic Develo
opment Board
d, and is in line with its
efforts
s to promote leading-edge R&D and advanced manu
ufacturing acttivities. The in
ntention is for
produ
ucts developed by the joint lab to be manufactured byy Applied Matterials in Sing
gapore. In
addition, Applied Materials
M
plans to conduct experiments
e
o
on the synchrotron at the S
Singapore
Synch
hrotron Light Source (SSLS
S) and work with
w the Natio
onal Universityy of Singaporre where a
new beamline
b
for semiconducto
s
or applications
s is to be devveloped. Fund
ding for the co
onstruction off
the ne
ew beamline is supported by the Nation
nal Research Foundation.
Mr. Gary
G
Dickerson
n, President and
a Chief Exe
ecutive Office
er of Applied M
Materials, Incc., said,
“A*ST
TAR and the government
g
of
o Singapore have
h
been grreat R&D parttners for Applied Materials.
We arre excited to expand
e
our co
ollaboration to
o develop advvanced semicconductor tecchnology for
extending Moore’s Law. Applied
d Materials’ le
eading expert ise in materia
als engineerin
ng can help
es of producin
ng future generations of lo
ogic and mem
mory chips.”
solve the challenge
Mr. Lim Chuan Poh
h, Chairman, A*STAR, said, “This colla boration will ccatalyse the d
development
of em
merging techno
ologies for the
e global electtronics marke
et and advancce Singapore’s position as a
key R&D
R
hub for th
he industry. The
T joint lab re
eaffirms A*ST
TAR’s multi-disciplinary R&
&D capabilitie
es
to driv
ve innovation in the electro
onics sector, a key growth area for Sing
gapore’s econ
nomy, and will
generrate further ec
conomic value
e through the
e creation of g
good jobs.”
“The joint
j
lab will strengthen
s
cap
pabilities for Applied
A
Materrials in Singapore, as we e
expand from
advan
nced manufac
cturing to earlly stage R&D and designin
ng global prod
ducts,” said M
Mr. Russell
Tham
m, Corporate Vice
V
Presiden
nt & Regional President So
outh East Asia
a, Applied Ma
aterials, Inc.
“Succ
cessful public--private partnerships, leveraging comple
ementary stre
engths, help ccreate new
forms
s of value from
m Singapore and
a keep the local industryy competitive..”

Prof Raj. Thampuran, Managing Director, A*STAR, said, “The new joint lab takes the
longstanding collaboration between Applied Materials and A*STAR to the next level, and will
marshal our combined strengths in research, development, innovation and industrial applications.
This technology will pioneer new processes and techniques to advance the fabrication of
semiconductor devices.”
The new joint lab marks Applied Materials’ second collaboration with A*STAR. In 2012, Applied
and A*STAR’s IME formed a Center of Excellence in Advanced Packaging in Singapore to
develop advanced 3D chip packaging technology.

_______________________________________________________
About Applied Materials
Applied Materials, Inc. (Nasdaq:AMAT) is the global leader in materials engineering solutions for
the semiconductor, flat panel display and solar photovoltaic industries. Our technologies help
make innovations like smartphones, flat screen TVs and solar panels more affordable and
accessible to consumers and businesses around the world. Learn more at
www.appliedmaterials.com.
About the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)
The Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) is Singapore's lead public sector
agency that spearheads economic oriented research to advance scientific discovery and develop
innovative technology. Through open innovation, we collaborate with our partners in both the
public and private sectors to benefit society.
As a Science and Technology Organisation, A*STAR bridges the gap between academia and
industry. Our research creates economic growth and jobs for Singapore, and enhances lives by
contributing to societal benefits such as improving outcomes in healthcare, urban living, and
sustainability.
We play a key role in nurturing and developing a diversity of talent and leaders in our Agency and
Research Institutes, the wider research community and industry. A*STAR oversees 18
biomedical sciences and physical sciences and engineering research entities primarily located in
Biopolis and Fusionopolis.
For more information on A*STAR, please visit www.a-star.edu.sg.
About A*STAR’s Institute of Microelectronics (IME)
The Institute of Microelectronics (IME) is a research institute of the Science and Engineering
Research Council of the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR). Positioned to
bridge the R&D between academia and industry, IME's mission is to add value to Singapore's
semiconductor industry by developing strategic competencies, innovative technologies and
intellectual property; enabling enterprises to be technologically competitive; and cultivating a
technology talent pool to inject new knowledge to the industry. Its key research areas are in
integrated circuits design, advanced packaging, bioelectronics and medical devices, MEMS,
nanoelectronics, and photonics.
For more information on IME, please visit www.ime.a-star.edu.sg.
About A*STAR’s Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE)

The Institute of Materials Research and Engineering (IMRE) is a
research institute of the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR). The
Institute has capabilities in materials analysis & characterisation, design & growth, patterning &
fabrication, and synthesis & integration. We house a range of state-of-the-art equipment for
materials research including development, processing and characterisation. IMRE conducts a
wide range of research, which includes novel materials for organic solar cells, photovoltaics,
printed electronics, catalysis, bio-mimetics, microfluidics, quantum dots, heterostructures,
sustainable materials, atom technology, etc. We collaborate actively with other research institutes,
universities, public bodies, and a wide spectrum of industrial companies, both globally and locally.
For more information about IMRE, please visit www.imre.a-star.edu.sg.
About A*STAR’s Institute of High Performance Computing (IHPC)
A*STAR’s Institute of High Performance Computing (IHPC) was established in August 1998 to
provide leadership in high performance computing as a strategic resource for scientific inquiry
and industry development. It seeks to power discoveries through advanced methodologies,
techniques and new tools in modelling, simulation and visualisation. Its core research areas are in
the realm of complex-coupled systems, mechanics and fluid dynamics, large-scale systems,
digital modelling, adaptive and collaborative computing, data mining and analysis, computational
electronics and electromagnetics, computational materials science and chemistry.
For more information about IHPC, please visit www.ihpc.a-star.edu.sg.
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